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COMMENTS OF APCO INTERNATIONAL
The Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials (APCO) International, Inc.,1
offers the following comments in response to the Public Notice seeking to Refresh the Record on
Location-Based Routing for Wireless 911 Calls.2 APCO appreciates the Commission’s continued
attention to misrouted wireless 9-1-1 calls and urges the Commission to require service providers
to implement location-based routing. As the Commission notes, modern devices are capable of
deriving location estimates quickly enough to substantially improve routing3 and some
nationwide wireless carriers have begun implementing location-based routing voluntarily.4
Routing 9-1-1 calls based on the device’s location rather than relying solely upon cell
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sector-based routing will save lives.5 The technology is available today, and the Commission
should act quickly to require service providers to implement it.
Misrouted 9-1-1 calls are detrimental to public safety, introducing delays to emergency
response, the potential for information to be lost, and an avoidable detriment to ECC resources.
APCO would welcome additional data on the “proportion of wireless 911 calls [that] are
delayed” due to misroutes and the “typical length of such delays,” but this may be difficult to
determine.6 The 2019 ATIS study’s estimate that 12% of wireless 9-1-1 calls nationwide are
misrouted7 aligned with anecdotal evidence from APCO’s members, and it’s possible that a
misrouted call will introduce a delay of a minute or longer. However, the rate and impact of
misrouted calls will likely vary significantly across ECCs given the differences in jurisdictional
boundaries, environmental factors, and ECCs’ policies and capabilities. Additionally, there are
several reasons why ECCs might lack useful data on the proportion of 9-1-1 calls that are
misrouted. For example, an ECC might not track the number of calls that it transfers, or might
track them without identifying whether a call was transferred because it was misrouted or for a
different reason. Given the consensus among ECCs that misroutes are a problem and the
immediate feasibility of carriers to implement location-based routing to mitigate that problem,
the Commission should not delay action while waiting for additional data from service providers
or ECCs.
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The Commission inquires about the interdependencies between location-based routing
technologies and Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1).8 As APCO has noted9 and the industry
developments cited by the Commission confirm,10 the implementation of location-based routing
is not dependent on progress toward NG9-1-1 such as the deployment of ESInets. AT&T’s
recent announcement that it is implementing location-based routing nationwide illustrates that
wireless carriers can implement location-based routing regardless of whether ECCs have an
ESInet in place.11 Further, it is important to clarify that NG9-1-1, as defined by the public safety
community and recent legislative proposals,12 has not yet been fully deployed anywhere in the
United States, and “transitional NG9-1-1” environments entail the deployment of ESInets that
are intended to implement some call-delivery elements of an end-state NG9-1-1 environment.13
NG9-1-1 needs to mean the ability of ECCs to receive new forms of data from the public,
process, triage, and analyze this information, and share incident data in a fully interoperable
manner with other ECCs and responders in the field. ECCs face significant obstacles to
achieving these capabilities, and to succeed, the 9-1-1 community must work toward a common
vision of NG9-1-1.
Finally, the Commission asks whether there are costs for ECCs when wireless carriers
implement location-based routing.14 Location-based routing can and should be implemented
without imposing additional costs on ECCs.
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